
Highett RSL 2018 Footy Tipping Competition  

OFFICIAL RULES  

   

Entry:  

  

Cost of entry is $30. To be paid in full by 7pm round 1 (22rd of March, 2017). Any tipster who 
has not paid in full at this time will be considered no longer in the tipping competition.  

Eligibility:  
  

The tipping competition is open to all financial members of the Highett RSL.  

Tipping:  Tips for each round must be returned to the bar no later than before the commencement of the 
first game of the round. 

No Tip:  

  

Tipsters that fail to have their tips in on time will be given a score equal to that of the lowest 
tipster for that round.  

Draws:  

  

Drawn games shall be deemed as a loss and no score will be given for that game, unless 
someone is foolish enough to tip a draw. In that case they shall be awarded a point for a draw.  

Blind:  

  

Individual scores will be posted on the score sheet only up to round 12. At the end of season all 
round from 12 onwards will be unveiled during the Brownlow Night presentation.  

Ties:  

  

In the event of any ties, prizes shall be added and divided. For example if two people tie for 
first, first and second prize will be added together and equally divided by the winners. The third 
prize will go to the next runner up.  

Pick 9:  Any tipster that correctly picks 9 winners in any one round, without anyone else doing the same 
will win the weekly jackpotting prize of $5. The tip 9 jackpot can only be eligible to win during a 
round with 9 games.  

  

Certainty:  As well as the normal tipping competition, there is also a “certainty” competition. You must pick one 
team each round that you are certain will win. If your certainty fails to win you are out of this part of 
the competition. The person or persons that make it the furthest through the home and away season 
without failing to pick a certainty will be deemed to be the winner/winners.  

                         
  

Your cert team must vary from week to week. No two in a row!  

Prize Money:  (minus any tip 9 jackpot that may have been paid out during the season)  
                          Prize pool total: $3000       Half Season Round 1-12  
    End of Season Prize money (80% of Pool)  Half Season Prize Money (20% of Pool)  
    Pool    - $2400       Pool    -$600 
    1st     – 50%  $1200      1st     - 50%  $300 
    2nd     – 25%   $600      2nd       - 30%  $150  
    3rd      – 15%  $360      3rd     - 20%  $100  
    Certainty    – 10%  $240                               

 
Note:  This is a guide only, all prize money is indicative only and based on 100 entrants into the 
competition. 

Brownlow:  To Be Confirmed   

 


